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Better by Design  
Townie Daniel J. Boehne’s new endo practice
earns top honors in a national competition
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As a dentist, you spend most 
of your waking hours at your 
practice, so it’s understandable 
that you might not get many 
opportunities to see what it’s 
like in another doctor’s office. 
Dentaltown’s “Office Visit” 
profile offers a chance for 
you to meet peers, see their 
practices and hear their stories. 
This month features Dr. Daniel 
J. Boehne, an endodontist in 
Dana Point, California, whose 
humanitarian-driven love of 
dentistry led him to build a 
practice where patient care is 
paramount. 

Name:  Daniel J. Boehne, DDS, diplomate of
the American Board of Endodontics 

Graduated from: UCLA 2004

Practice name: Dana Point Endodontics

Practice location: Dana Point, California

Practice size: 1,121 square feet, two operatories

Staff:  One doctor, two assistants (Vince and Patricia), 
one offi ce manager (Susan), one bookkeeper 
(Danielle), one practice consultant (Mel; Mel’s 
Dental Solutions).

Website: danapointendo.com

Offi ce highlights

by Kyle Patton, associate editor, Dentaltown magazine
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•  Global G6 microscopes (ceiling mount): Microscopes allow 
us to achieve a level of precision and detail that simply 
isn’t possible in a nonmagnified field. The co-observation 
binoculars allow my assistant to be in the procedure with 
me and see what I see, so we can truly work as a single 
unit. A DSLR camera is hooked up for photo and video 
documentation. Microscopes also help with ergonomics by 
allowing us to sit upright for any tooth.

•  Carestream CS 9000 CBCT: A technology that has 
revolutionized endodontics. We don’t need to scratch our 
heads as much when looking for apical radiolucencies. 
We no longer need to take a straight film, mesial film and 
distal film to manufacture an image of what we think the 
tooth looks like in three dimensions. The axial view shows 
us the root-canal anatomy and allows for more predictable, 
conservative treatment.

•  EndoVac: This allows for minimal instrumentation through 
superior irrigation. We are seeing that files shape and 
irrigants clean. EndoVac allows for a conservative shape 
and uses negative pressure irrigation to safely flow a high 
volume of irrigants to the apex of the root.  

•  SS White V-Taper2 Niti Rotary Endodontic File System: 
These files are so flexible that you can prebend them to 
work in canals without sacrificing tooth structure just to get 
“ideal” straight-line access. And they’ll handle any curve. 
Their best feature is the small, 0.8mm maximum diameter. 
They create the deep shape needed to clean canals to their 
apices without hogging out the rest of the root.

•  Dentsply Sirona ProTaper Next NiTi Rotary Files: This is 
an extremely efficient two-file system. The files have an 
aggressive cutting edge, but stay centered in the canal and 
follow a minimal glide path. I use them in short, wide roots 
and calcified canals. 

Top products

Tell us the story of how you became a dentist,
and what made you decide to go into endodontics.

Dr. Daniel J. Boehne: I grew up working with my hands. 
My job from junior high through dental school was a surfboard 
shaper. A shaper basically carves out custom, functional art, 
based on the customer’s needs. At the same time, I really 
enjoyed academia. When I was studying biology at UC Irvine, 
I volunteered for a group called the Flying Samaritans. We 
would fl y or drive into clinics in Mexico to assist dentists, MDs, 
optometrists and pharmacists on medical mission trips. When I 
saw that dentists had the ability to make an immediate impact 
in people’s lives—and they did it by essentially combining 
academia with functional art—I knew I’d found my calling.

You won a design award for “best new construction”
in a competition put on by Incisal Edge. Tell us about
your involvement and why your practice was selected. 

I was involved in every aspect of the design process. I 
didn’t want to have an offi ce that was too big or pay for more 
than I needed, so I went with a relatively small space. My style 
of practice is slow-paced. I don’t see more than one patient 
at a time, and don’t like running back and forth between 
operatories, so I designed two large, comfortable, ergonomic 
operatories rather than trying to squeeze in multiple small 
ones. Next up, we wanted to make it feel like a comfortable 
space for patients. The construction took six months. I think 
the location is unique. We’re across the street from the harbor 
in the heart of Dana Point. There are three ways to drive in, 
and all of them have a scenic ocean view. The plaza is aesthetic 
with good restaurants and nice landscaping. Patients tell us 
that they enjoy coming down. 

offi ce
visit

Continued on p. 42
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What was your biggest takeaway from the design and 
construction process—and, ultimately, the recognition
of the award you received? 

I would say that it’s worth the investment to try to make 
the offi ce look nice. I’m not a fl ashy person; I drive a pickup 
truck and my tennis shoes are literally 15 years old, so I don’t 
have a lot of interest in impressing people with that kind of 
thing. We all know that the look of your offi ce has nothing to 
do with the quality of dentistry we do, but from the patient’s 
perspective, it is a refl ection of your practice. I’ve found that 
a nice offi ce helps patients to have confi dence in your success. 
A lot of patients also tell us that our fi nishes are calming and 
create an environment that patients are happy to be in.  

While we’re on the subject of design, you were an 
internationally recognized surfboard shaper. What’s the 
story there? Do you still get into surfing when you can? 

My dad is a surfboard shaper and taught me how to shape 
when I was 11. I still shape surfboards, but it’s obviously more 
of a hobby at this point. I still get surfboard orders from some 
of the best surfers in the world. Last year Albee Layer landed the 
fi rst backside 720 on a board that I made and won the Surfer 
Poll Awards. I still surf, but not as much as I would like to. 

You spend some of your time teaching and lecturing at the 
UCLA School of Dentistry. Do you like what you see in dental 
students? What’s changed since you were in school? 

I teach the preclinical endodontic lab course with Dr. 
Shane White. It’s almost exactly the same course that I took in 
2001, with the exception of adding more rotary technique. It’s 
a fundamentals course that Dr. White put together. We teach 
a relatively safe and predictable technique that doesn’t require 
investing in a lot of equipment to do basic endo. I feel that I 
can relate to the students’ learning curve because I was there. 

Continued from p. 40
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One thing that I realized while teaching was that it’s hard 
to do meaningful bench-top endo demonstrations because 
nobody can see what you’re doing, and it’s diffi cult to learn 
actual technique from a manual. Because of this, I did most 
of it wrong when I was in dental school. To help, we created a 
technique DVD and I started bringing up my microscope with 
a co-observation tube. Some students really try to understand 
and get good at it, and some just try to get through it. One 
of my students is now fi nishing his endodontic residency, and 
I’m trying to recruit him as an associate! 

Walk us through your average day in the office. 
We are very busy at a slow, even-keeled pace. We are a 

low-volume, high-quality practice. I probably average completing 
only three to four cases per day. I spend more time on cases 
than most, and do a mix of one-visit and multiple-visit cases, 
depending on what the tooth requires. I see patients late almost 
every night and sometimes book Saturdays (which is why I’m 
trying to recruit that associate). 

What’s your practice philosophy? How has your
philosophy changed over the years (if it has)?

I believe in being conservative with diagnosis and treatment 
recommendations. I’ve never drilled on a tooth that didn’t 
need it. When treatment is needed, I think the least invasive 
technique that still gets the job done is best. I believe it’s my 
duty to do the best I can do, no matter how much time or 
effort it takes; I don’t use the word “production” in my offi ce. 

You have some great technology in your office,
some of which may be standard fare for a practicing 
endodontist. What piece of tech do you think more
general dentists could benefit from using? 

The microscope, for sure. You don’t know what you’re not 
seeing until you use it. I used to be a general dentist and if I 
could go back, I would use microscopes 100 percent. 

What aspect of your work are you most proud of? 
I’ve developed a reputation as someone who does everything 

he can to save teeth. I take on a lot of cases that others don’t, 
either because the prognosis is uncertain or they’re unprofi table 
cases. A lot of patients fi nd me independently after their dentist 
or endodontist recommended taking out a tooth. I couldn’t even 
tell you how often we save teeth that were slated for extraction. 
A lot of these were teeth that dentists thought were cracked, 
but weren’t; they just didn’t take the time to look. I treat these 
cases in multiple visits, until they heal. If they don’t heal, I 
don’t charge the patient. I fi nd that with enough effort, we can 
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Bonding agents

•  DMG Luxabond 
•  Kerr Optibond Solo Plus 
•  Parkell Brush and Bond

Burs

•  SS White: Great White; Great White Z, #2, #4;
Endoguide 1A 4 precision Microendodontic burs 

•  Sybron Endo LA Axxess 

Ultrasonics

•  Engineered Endodontics Tun E1, Tun Post-Buster
•  EIE2 SJ4, surgical tips 

Cements

•  Maxcem

Handpiece

•  Bien Air Electric High-Speed, CA 8:1 Endo
•  NSK EC EX-204 Electric Low Speed

Patient financing 

•  CareCredit

Practice management 

•  TDO Endodontics Practice Management System

Other products

predictably save way more teeth than dentists think we can. 
These aren’t my bread-and-butter cases—in fact, I probably 
lose money on them—but they are the rewarding ones. I have 
plenty of one-visit cases to keep the lights on.

What’s the greatest advancement of change
you’ve seen during your tenure?

So many things have changed in endodontics since I began 
practicing. From CBCT to the use of bioceramics, advancements 
are changing the way root-canal therapy is done. Heat-treated 
nickel titanium fi les make shaping canals safer, and advancements 
in irrigation technology allow us to clean root-canal systems 
without drilling away as much tooth structure. These things 
allow for more predictable, longer-lasting treatment. 

You’ve led dental humanitarian trips back to some of your 
old surfing haunts: Mexico, French Polynesia and Indonesia. 
What made you return? What was it like? 

One of the allures of surfi ng is surf travel. Some of the 
best waves are far off, often in developing destinations. When 
you go to these places, if you do it right, you meet the locals. 
Island cultures tend to be some of the most welcoming and 
friendliest in the world, partially because of their isolation. 

But their isolation also means they don’t have the medical 
resources we do, which often leaves them with a lack of an access 
to care. When you see the need and you know you can help, 
you help. Some of the trips, like Indonesia, were pretty good 
adventures: We’d smuggle in supplies, run our portable dental 
units off scuba tanks, and extract teeth until the generators 
died. On more recent trips to Mexico, I’ve been able to save 
more teeth with endo instead of extracting. Having room for 
supplies in the small planes was always an issue, but now most 
endo equipment is compact and cordless. I’ve had rewarding 
experiences when people have come in expecting that their 
only option was to extract their tooth, but we were able to 
save them with root-canal therapy. On the whole, I think that 
our dental profession does a really good job with hands-on 
humanitarian work. I feel like every dentist I know does some 
type of humanitarian work, whether abroad or at home. 

What’s an aspect of dentistry 
that never ceases to amaze you? 

All of it! If you step back and look at it, dentistry is 
amazing. Do you think G.V. Black would believe we could 
place modifi ed Portland cement (MTA) directly on pulps and 
maintain vitality? Regenerate pulps? Permanently replace teeth 
with titanium foreign bodies implanted into alveolar bone, 
extending through the gingiva and into a septic oral cavity?
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You market yourself as having a technology-advanced 
practice. From the clinical tech to your website, which has a 
virtual reality 3-D tour option of your office, you seem to be 
on the bleeding edge. How do patients respond? 

Extremely favorably. When we sit down and look at CBCTs 
together, they ask what the microscope is for. Patients understand 
that the technology really allows me to be the best I can be. 

They even like the 3-D offi ce tour, because it allows them to 
familiarize themselves with the offi ce, and the more at home 
they feel coming in to meet a stranger for a root canal, the better.

What has Dentaltown done for your professional life?
For your social life? What is your favorite feature? 

Dentaltown is an amazing place to meet like-minded 
clinicians, as well as clinicians who may challenge your 
perspective. It is a great place to keep up with this rapidly 
changing landscape of dentistry.  

Describe the most successful or rewarding
experience in your professional life.

Probably board certifi cation. To become board certifi ed 
in endodontics is a long, grueling process. Academically there 
are comprehensive, all-encompassing written and oral exams. 
To add to the anxiety, the oral exam is given by a lot of the 
authors of the literature that you have to cite in your answers, 
so you really need to know your material. 

Finally, there is a case portfolio. The case portfolio takes 
years to complete because you need to fi nd the right cases (do 
a good job on them), but then the patients need to come back 
for recalls to evaluate healing.

Give us a snapshot of your life outside of dentistry. 
Outside of dentistry, I try to spend as much time as I can 

with my family. My kids are learning how to surf. I still shape 
about four surfboards per week. 

If you could send one note back to yourself
before you began practicing, what would it say? 

“Open your own practice sooner.” ■

Restoratives

•  DMG America Luxacore Dual 
•  Ivoclar Vivadent Heliomolar 
•  Cosmedent Renamel Flowable  

Posts

•  Ultradent Unicore fiber posts 
•  ParaPost stainless steel post systems

Obturation material

•  Dentsply Sirona GT gutta percha cones (cus-
tom-sized with an EIE2 taper plate for ProTaper 
Next cases)

•  Dentsply Sirona TruShape gutta percha cones (for 
TruShape and V-Taper cases)

•  Sybron Endo Elements Free backfill cartridges
•  Kerr Pulp Canal Sealer EWT

Technology 

•  ASI carts 
•  Root ZX apex locator

Other products
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